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Lamptron CR430 Light
and RGB Fan Controller -

Red & Blue

Special Price

$48.29 was

$68.99

Product Images

Short Description

With the Lamptron CR430 fan control and the associated remote control, it is very easy to control fans
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installed in a computer. There are a total of four channels each with 30 watts of power available, with three
ports for standard fan (3-pin) and a connection for PWM fan (4-pin) or another standard fan are suitable. The
CR430 has four handy temperature sensors, as well as a red backlit LC display that provides extensive
information on the connected fans. Control is via the included remote control.

Description

With the Lamptron CR430 fan control and the associated remote control, it is very easy to control fans
installed in a computer. There are a total of four channels each with 30 watts of power available, with three
ports for standard fan (3-pin) and a connection for PWM fan (4-pin) or another standard fan are suitable. The
CR430 has four handy temperature sensors, as well as a red backlit LC display that provides extensive
information on the connected fans. Control is via the included remote control.

Features

- High-quality housing made of aluminum
- LC display with red illumination
- Four channels each with 30 watts of power
- Connections for 3x 3-pin & 1x 4-pin fans
- Four temperature sensors already included
- Automatic or manual control via remote control

Specifications

Technical details:
- Dimensions (total): 148.5 x 45 x 23 mm (W x H x D)
- Weight: 233 g
- Dimensions (LCD): 129 x 32.5 mm (W x H)
- Compatibility: 1x 5.25 inch bay
- Colour: Black (Housing), Red (Lighting)
- Fan channels: 4 (max 30 W per channel)
- Voltage: 0 - 12 V DC

Connections:
- 1x 4-pin Molex 1x 4- or 3-pin fan
- 3x 3-pin fan
- 4x 2-pin temperature sensor

Contents:
- 1x CR430 fan controller
- 1x 4-pin fan cable
- 3x 3-pin fan cable
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- 4x 2-pin temperature sensor
- 1x remote control

Additional Information

Brand Lamptron

SKU LAMP-CR430BRB-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Fan Accessory Type Controller

Special Price $48.29


